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Easy to read and easy to follow, Applied Pharmacology for the Dental Hygienist, 6th Edition

provides an understanding of the basic principles of pharmacology. It covers the most common

drugs that you will encounter in clinical practice â€•the drugs a patient may already be taking and the

drugs prescribed by the dentist. A logical and consistent organization makes it easy to look up drug

group indications, pharmacokinetics, pharmacologic effects, adverse reactions, drug interactions,

and dosages. Ensure patient safety with this essential reference!Drug interactions are emphasized,

with explanations of why specific drugs may or may not be appropriate for use in a dental treatment

plan.Note boxes highlight important concepts, indications, contraindications, memory tools,

warnings, and more.Chapter review questions help you assess your understanding.Informative

appendixes make it easy to look up need-to-know information. A new Hygiene-Related Oral

Disorders chapter summarizes prevention and treatment of dental caries, gingivitis, and tooth

hypersensitivity.A new Natural/Herbal Products and Dietary Supplements chapter relates this

fast-growing area to dental hygiene.New Dental Hygiene Considerations boxes show how principles

of pharmacology apply specifically to dental hygienists.Additional illustrations and tables simplify

difficult concepts, including topics such as receptors and metabolism. A new full-color insert

illustrates examples of many common oral pathological conditions.
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I'm not very far into reading it, but so far the reading is very comprehensible. It seems to be



organized well. I wish there were more illustrations, such as showing pathways through the body,

etc. Otherwise, I like the book and I'm using it constantly for the class. It is not a book you just buy

and then put on your shelf.

This textbook is jam packed full of information. However, it is a difficult book to read and understand

from. My Pharmacology professor is a Dentist AND a Pharmacist and he said some of the questions

asked in the chapters of this book were even beyond his scope of knowledge and far beyond the

needs of a hygienist.

I knew I was getting a slighty used book but this is ridiculous! Pages were torn, ripped, coffee

stained, filled with drawings. There was highlighting and writing on almost every page. Cover was

falling apart and looked water logged. Almost have to wear gloves to use it, it's that gross. Very

disappointed they would even attempt to resale this book. Won't buy here again!

Good textbook, nicely presented, everything is listed and grouped in a well organised manner. The

book could do with a bit more colour. Does not contain mathematical equations needed for

pharmacy.

This book was required for a dental hygienist class for the Fall semester. It is the book required. I

received the book quickly through standard mail. Best price I could find.

I like the book because I never get lost. I like the layout and how they word. The book also has

some cool stuff at the back - Appendix. Check this out.

This book came very qickly and in great shape! Easy reading, as easy as pharm can be. No high

liter marks in it and I would recomend it to others.

The book was in decent condition but it was heavily highlighted. I wish I would have known that

before I purchased it.
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